Abstract. Given a linear system Ax = b and some vectorx, the backward error characterizes the smallest relative perturbation of A, b such thatx is a solution of the perturbed system. If the input matrix has some structure such as being symmetric or Toeplitz, perturbations may be restricted to perturbations within the same class of structured matrices. For normwise perturbations, the symmetric and the general backward errors are equal, and the question about the relation between the symmetric and general componentwise backward errors arises. In this note we show for a number of common structures in numerical analysis that for componentwise perturbations the structured backward error can be equal to 1, whilst the unstructured backward error is arbitrarily small. Structures cover symmetric, persymmetric, skewsymmetric, Toeplitz, symmetric Toeplitz, Hankel, persymmetric Hankel, and circulant matrices. This is true although the normwise condition number A −1 A is close to 1.
Although the normwise backward error can be arbitrarily small, the componentwise backward error is always 1. Note that A δ is well conditioned for all small δ. If A is structured, for example symmetric, then perturbations may be restricted to the same set of structered matrices. In this paper we consider the following structures:
(1.3) S := {sym, persym, skewsym, Toep, symToep, Hankel, persymHankel, circ} corresponding to symmetric, persymmetric, skewsymmetric, general Toeplitz, symmetric Toeplitz, general Hankel, persymmetric Hankel, and circulant matrices.
We denote by M n the set of real n × n matrices and by M struct n the matrices in the corresponding structure. The index n is omitted when clear from the context. For A ∈ M struct this leads to the normwise structured backward error
It is well known [1] that for symmetric structure η sym (x) = η(x). Indeed the governing equation reads
so that 1 ΔA ≥ y / x =: α, and for H denoting the Householder matrix mapping the unit vectorx/ x 2 into the unit vector y/ y 2 it follows that (αH) T = αH, αHx = y, and αH = α.
Similarly, the componentwise structured backward error is defined by
Subsequently, the parameters A and b will be omitted when clear from the context. Note that by using ΔA := −A and Δb := −b it follows that all backward errors, general or structured, are bounded by 1 for allx, the latter corresponding to a 100% change of the input data.
For a given linear system Ax = b with approximate solutionx and with symmetric matrix A, Jim Demmel asked at the Householder XIX meeting 2014 in Spa, Belgium about the relation between the general componentwise backward error ω(x) and the structured componentwise backward error ω sym (x). In this note we show that for symmetric and for other common structures in numerical linear algebra both quantities can be arbitrarily far apart.
Main result.
We show that the following is true for all structures in (1.3): The general componentwise backward error ω(x) may be arbitrarily small whilst the structured componentwise backward error ω struct (x) is equal to 1. This may happen although the traditional condition number A
−1
A is close to 1. The proof is based on similar results on general and structured componentwise condition numbers in [4] .
Theorem 2.1. For n ≥ 6, ε > 0, and struct ∈ S as in (1.3) the following is true:
Moreover, for n ≥ 7, provided n is even for a skewsymmetric structure, the matrix A may be chosen such that the 2-norm condition number A
2 A 2 is less than 3.
1 Ifx = 0 there is nothing to prove.
Proof. We present the proof for symmetric structure in more detail, the proof for the other structures follows the same pattern. Consider A δ ∈ M sym with 0 < δ < 1 and
Note that det(A δ ) = 4δ implies that A is ill-conditioned 2 for small δ. The condition |ΔA| ≤ |A| and |Δb| ≤ |b| for symmetric ΔA is equivalent to
Thus (A + ΔA)x − (b + Δb) = 0 implies from the second, fourth, and fifth line that α 12 = α 24 = α 45 = α 15 , so that the first equation and δ = 0 give α 11 = −1. It follows
On the other hand
The example proves the result for symmetric structure and n = 5. The result extends to dimension n + k by appending an arbitrary symmetric k × k matrix to the lower right of A δ , setting the other components in the last k rows to zero, and expandingx and b by k zeros. This finishes the proof for a symmetric structure.
Denote by J ∈ M n the "flip" matrix, that is the permutation matrix mapping (1, 2, . . . , n)
T into (n, . . . , 2, 1) T . Replacing A δ and b in (2.2) by JA and Jb, respectively, proves the theorem for a persymmetric structure.
For a skewsymmetric structure consider A δ ∈ M skewsym with 0 < δ < 1 and
The matrix is ill-conditioned for small δ as det(A δ ) = δ 2 . Defining ΔA and Δb similarly to (2.3) we obtain
The third and fourth equations imply α 23 = α 34 = α 24 , so that the second equation yields α 12 = −1. Hence ω skewsym (x) = 1. On the other hand,
and
Appending an arbitrary k × k skewsymmetric matrix to the lower right of A δ and expandingx and b by k zeros proves the result for dimension n + k. Note that for odd dimension a real skewsymmetric matrix is necessarily singular. For 0 < δ < 1 define 
An example with a symmetric Toeplitz matrix of dimension 6 + k is constructed as follows: a δ in (2.5) is appended by arbitrary k real numbers,x is appended by k zeros, and the last k components of b are adapted according to a perturbation ΔA realizing the minimum. To prove Theorem 2.1 for a persymmetric Hankel structure, we replace the quantities A δ ,x, and b from (2.5) by JA δ ,x, and Jb, respectively, using J as before.
To treat general Hankel structures define An example with a Hankel matrix of dimension 6 + k is constructed as follows: c δ in (2.6) is preceeded by arbitrary k real numbers, r δ in (2.5) is appended by arbitrary k real numbers,x is preceeded by k zeros, and the last k components of b are adapted as in the case of symmetric Toeplitz matrices. The case of general Toeplitz structures follows by using JA δ ,x, and Jb with the data from the previous example.
For circulant structure and n ≥ 3 define for 0 < δ < 1 (2.7)
where the values left and right of the dots are repeated so that a δ ,x, b ∈ R n . Let A δ be the circulant matrix with first column a δ . Then det(A δ ) is of order nδ, so that A δ is ill-conditioned for small n and δ. Proceeding as before we obtain
so that α 1n = −1. It follows ω circ (x) = 1. On the other hand,
and (1.2) implies
η(x) = δ 2 + 5δ + δ 2 and
This finishes the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.1. It remains to show that for n ≥ 7 there exist similar examples for all structures with small condition number A
−1
A . Note that for all structures except circulants, the presented examples (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) of small dimension can be extended by arbitrary real numbers as long as the structure is preserved. Let A δ ∈ M 5 be the symmetric matrix in (2.2), and define 
To obtain examples of larger dimension, B δ is extended to the lower right by an identity matrix, whereasỹ and c are filled with zeros. This covers the persymmetric structure as well.
For a skewsymmetric structure we define (the zeros are of proper dimension)
using the matrix A δ ∈ M 4 as in (2.4) . The characteristic polynomial of B δ computes to (x 2 + 3)(x 2 + 6) 2 , so that κ 2 (B δ ) = √ 2. Examples of larger dimension are constructed as before.
Using as in (2.5) produces, using a perturbation argument, a symmetric Toeplitz matrix with condition numbers arbitrarily close to 1 and 2, respectively. Adapting the approximate solutionx and right-hand side b as before produces the desired examples for n ≥ 12. to the last row r δ , respectively. This produces matrices with (2.1) and condition number less than 3. That covers the general Toeplitz structure as well. The case of circulant structures remains. For n ≥ 7 we define (2.9)
where β ∈ R is large positive, I ∈ M n is the identity matrix with columns e i , and P denotes the permutation matrix mapping (1, . . . , n) into (2, . . . , n, 1). A computation shows A δx − b = δ 2 e 2 + δ(e 3 + e n ), so that A δx − b ∞ = δ for small δ. Furthermore, (2.8) is satisfied again. Note that this is only true for n ≥ 7, where e 4 = e n−3 for n = 7. Hence ω circ (x) = 1, and it follows
That shows (2.1). For large β the matrix A δ is a small perturbation of a scaled permutation matrix, so that its condition number is arbitrarily close to 1. That finishes the proof.
Open questions.
For several structures and any dimension n ≥ 6 examples of linear systems Ax = b were presented such that for givenx the general componentwise backward error ω(x) is arbitrarily small, whilst the structured componentwise backward error ω struct (x) is equal to 1. That may be true for a perfectly well-conditioned input matrix in the usual normwise sense.
Are there (computable) conditions on the matrix and/or the structure to bound ω struct (x)/ω(x)? Linear systems with structured matrix are usually solved with specialized algorithms, often resulting in a considerable reduction of the computational effort. For example [2] , the inverse of a symmetric positive definite Toeplitz matrix can be computed in O(n 2 ) operations, the time to print the entries. Often such algorithms are analyzed w.r.t. general perturbations. Might there be, as Mario Arioli asked, a "structured iterative refinement" method providing an update ofx with satisfactory small structured componentwise backward error?
There are several results [5, 6] on general and structured (normwise) perturbations based on scalar product spaces. Regarding componentwise perturbations, are there results related to the existence of a corresponding multiplicative Lie group?
